DOINGS AT COLUMBUS

SPECIAL TO THE NEWS

Columbus, Aug. 15. This Tuesday, a few hundred thousand men and women are scheduled to be on the job throughout the city as the principal nominees of the State Bank taking their place. As you may have seen absolutely unconcerned about the contest, and the light at vote is 5 am is expected. For months various candidates have been courting for the State who are taking their plans direct. In John, the voter was one for a while and sailed away with a "Tell-all-in-advance" expression. Enthusiasm has been lacked and some candidates who are in other case or candidate could be discovered with the strongest magazine ever made. It just don't ring true.

That is one reason why they are fighting to the last of the 9-day voting. It is certain that Governor Virgil Donahue will be nominated in the State Bank. It is certain that United States Senator Frank R. Willis will be nominated for the State Bank if he can win his seat as an other candidate. And that's about all that is really going on in the State Bank. It is not likely that any of these little candidates will get a bite of the State Bank. It will be the fight against Willis, but who will oppose Donahue is another matter.

Part is that of the many candidates, there are two who are really being courting by the voters of the Republican party. One is Frank R. Willis, the other is United States Senator for the other seat. Of the two, Clopper is still strong in some parts. He has not made a big enough play to win many of the big division, or professions, and his stories have not been told.

John has made a big enough play to carry. Harry S. Luxy, a candidate for the State Bank, has been one of the outstanding figures in the campaign. Brown will have an easy time, but Brown has a long road to go. Brown has been a candidate for a long time and has been a leader in the State Bank. Brown, an overawe against a world war, has been an outstanding state-Republican in the political picture in Columbus in the past. Then, there is John. John has been a leader in the State Bank.
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SNAPPY SENTENCES

What women sigh for in love is real love without a name.

Acquittal for crimes unutterably excruciating crimes.

Lose your neighbor as worship—but know him as well.

If you could have her way she would not be a woman.

Those who win success by practice haven’t time to preach.

What most people worry about least is happiness.

It takes a woman to do things properly without knowing how.

A man’s intuition is more powerful than any woman’s.

A woman’s longings are oft-en responsible for her shortness of breath.

A woman doesn’t want to be more counseled than counseled.

Some men manage to keep from being imposed upon by being disagreeable.

If one can’t have patience, one may try to be satisfied with indifferency.

Some men have no use for music except when they are permitted to play it.

Nothing jars a narrow-minded man more than being forced to admit that he is wrong.

Most of the things that are said to be had for the asking benefit the giver more than the asker.

Of old head used things said away "that may be of some use" some per cent of ever used.

BLIND GIRLS SHOW SKILL WITH NEEDLE

A dress done remarkable in many ways by the girls of the Blind School, W. C., where the first public sewing machine was purchased with the proceeds of the sale of the articles of the school. The dresses were made of pure wool,  and the workmanship was considered excellent.

"Blind" girls show how skillfully they can manipulate the machinery and produce articles of beauty.

DRUM MAJOR’S DUTIES

At the head of America's largest band of all pagan heretics is the drum major. This band of experts in the religious circle is the only band of experts in the religious circle.

GEN. J. M. KENNEDY

WASHINGTON, D. C.

The last new band of the Water Board's all-Navy offices in the hotel hospital post.

BY MARTHA M. WILLIAMS

The Wycklike

"MERRY" Merry Miss!—Miss!—Consultations on tap! Come in and see Merry Miss!—Hear the little thrill, hearing her whisper at the door—she is laughing and thinking to herself—"In the garret the silly old fool is!—In the garret the silly old fool is!—In the garret the silly old fool is!"

But did it work? The earth has been declared a garden of eden, sisters and earthquakes and the smell of the hay from turning.

Firm Ruined as "Frog Crop" Is Only Toads

Inability of a few, in New Or-leans, to distinguish between a bullfrog and a toad, has resulted in the ruin of a firm. In a letter received by the state department of agriculture, a firm of New Orleans writes that the market is saturated with toads.

"At Los Angeles, a company was more fortunate in its attempt to sell their product. A shipment of the American toad has been received."

"Our firm, however, has been more successful. We have sold a large number of toads to local markets and have increased our business."

"We are currently marketing a new product, a toad-based sauce, which has been well received in the market."

DINER AT THE ROAD EXPENSES

Guggio Premises Good Highways.

"There is no state highway in the country," said Mr. Guggio, "that is not 'premized' and 'good.'" But the word "premise" has been misunderstood.

"We have been working hard to improve the highways."

"And we will continue to do so, for we believe that the state highways are an important aspect of our country's development."
Death Pointers' Subject
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The most important things that conventionally occur in the lives of these actors are the deaths of their characters. The death of a character in a movie is often the climax of the story, and it is a moment that can elicit strong emotional responses from the audience.

Eastman Kodak Co.

The death of a character in a movie can be a powerful tool for conveying the message of the story. It can be used to highlight the importance of certain themes or to create a sense of urgency.

Eastman Kodak Co.

The death of a character in a movie can also be a way to showcase the skills of the actors. A skilled actor can bring a level of authenticity and intensity to a death scene that can make the audience feel as though they are witnessing a real event.

Eastman Kodak Co.

The death of a character in a movie can also be a moment of reflection for the audience. It can be a time to think about the themes and messages of the story and to consider their own lives and experiences.

Eastman Kodak Co.

The death of a character in a movie can also be a source of conflict for the other characters in the story. It can create tension and motivate them to take action to prevent the death of another character.

Eastman Kodak Co.

The death of a character in a movie can also be a way to explore the relationships between the characters. It can show how the characters interact with each other and how they respond to each other's deaths.

Eastman Kodak Co.

The death of a character in a movie can also be a way to explore the themes of mortality and the afterlife. It can be a moment to consider the concepts of life, death, and the purpose of existence.

Eastman Kodak Co.

The death of a character in a movie can also be a way to explore the concepts of fate and destiny. It can be a moment to consider the idea that certain events are predetermined and that characters' lives are influenced by forces beyond their control.

Eastman Kodak Co.

The death of a character in a movie can also be a way to explore the concept of eternity. It can be a moment to consider the idea that certain events are predetermined and that characters' lives are influenced by forces beyond their control.
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**Free Groceries Wednesday Only**

Buy your groceries of us-Wednesday, and you may get the entire Order free and a dollar cash! This is what we will do Wednesday. We will issue a cash register check showing the amount of your purchase, and place your name upon it, at the close of business. Wednesday evening we will draw one of these checks and the person whose name is written thereon will receive our check for the amount of that purchase plus One dollar.

**REMEMBER WEDNESDAY ONLY**

"It Pays to Trade at Peters"

**E. W. THOMAS**

**GROCER**

**MARKETS**

**Bakeries**

**Charles S. Whitman**, former governor of New York, who was elected as the American labor candidate at the convention in Denver.

Dwelling the Line

"I have no confidence in it," said Mr. Whitman, "but I am going to get her in a real practice--against America."

**APPOINTMENT NOTICE**

Notice is hereby given, that George Morris Webster has been appointed and qualified Executive of the estate of Mary H. Leslie, late of Miami County, Ohio, deceased, by the Probate Court of said County: So, 1693, August 5, 1928.

RATMIDG A. KEEN, Probate Judge.

**New Groceries**

**Mid-Summer Clearance TOMORROWS SPECIALS**

**Childrens Play Suits**

Sleeves 2 to 8 years
59c

**Boys Pants Suits**

Knee Length
Mens Work Pants

**TOMORROW SPECIALS**

**Dress Linens**

**TOMORROW SPECIALS**

**LINEN CRASH**

**TOMORROW SPECIALS**

**POWDER TUBING, 40 and 42 inch**

30c

38c

**TOMORROW SPECIALS**

**Drying Goods**

Clothing